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SUBJ: MASS MURDER, EXTORTION, AND ABUSE CONDUCTED BY LOS ZETAS AGAINST MIGRANTS WHO TRAVELED VIA LOS ZETA AND MS-13 CONTROLLED TRAIN
SECRET / NOFORN / DB
SECRET / NOFORN
SERIAL: (U) IIR 4 214 0656 11
******** THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE *******

BODY
COUNTRY: (U) EL SALVADOR (ES); GUATEMALA (GT); HONDURAS (HO); MEXICO (MX); NICARAGUA (NU)
IPSP: (U) IFC2210; IFC2213.
SUBJ: MASS MURDER, EXTORTION, AND ABUSE CONDUCTED BY LOS ZETAS AGAINST MIGRANTS WHO TRAVELED VIA LOS ZETA AND MS-13 CONTROLLED TRAIN SMUGGLING ROUTES FROM CENTRAL AMERICA TO MEXICO, AS OF OCTOBER 2010 (SF/NF)
WARNING: (U) THIS IS A RAW INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES, BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED, OR ANALYZED.
REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET / NOFORN.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DOI: (U) 20101000.
PREP: (U) PLEASE NOTE CHANGES ON CONTACTING THE FBI FOR INFORMATION REQUESTS. DIRECT COMMENTS, EVALUATIONS, AND REQUIREMENTS TO ON JWICS, ON SIPRNET, ON LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLINE. FOR REQUESTS CONCERNING FOREIGN DISCLOSURES, PLEASE EMAIL ON JWICS AND PLEASE INCLUDE THE SERIAL NUMBER AND SUBJECT OF THE REPORT WHEN CORRESPONDING ABOUT THIS REPORT. PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR URGENT OR FOLLOW-UP RFI MATTERS ONLY.
ACQ: (U) (20101016).
DISSEM: (U) FIELD: NONE
WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET -- NOT releasable to FOREIGN NATIONALS.
DRV FROM: FBI NSISC
DECL ON: 25X1-HUMAN
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